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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET
PrIvacy Act of 1974; Guidance on the
Privacy Act ImplIcations of "Call
DetaIl" Program. to Manage
Employees' Use of U\e Government's
TelecommunIcation.
System.
AGENCY:Office of Management and
Budget.
ACTION:Publication in final form of
guidance on the Privacy Act
implications of "call detail" programs.
SUMMARY: Pursuant to its
responsibilities
under section 6 of the
Privacy Act of 1974 (pub. 1.. 93-579), the
Office of Management
and Budget
(OMB) developed guidance on how. the
recordkeeping
provisions
of that Act
affect agencies' programs (so-called
"call detail programs")
to collect and
use information
relating to their
employees use of long distance
telephone systems. This proposal was
published
for public comment in the
Federal Register on May Z3. 1986 (51 FR
18982). Four comments were received,
all from Federal agencies. The
commentators
generally
supported
the
issuance of the guidance and suggested
technical clarifications
of certain points.
Their suggestions
have been
incorporated
into the final guidance
below. This guidance:
.Describes
the purposes of call detail
programs and explains how they work.
.Notes
that call detail records that
contain only telephone
numbers are not
Privacy Act records, but that when
linked with a name. they become
Privacy Act records.
.Notes
that when agencies start
retrieving
by reference to a linked
Dumber or Dame. they are operating
a
Privacy Act system of records.
.Urges
agencies not to create
artificial
filing and retrieval
schemes to
avoid the Act.
.Suggests
agencies establish a
Privacy Act system of records in which
to maintain
these records. and provides
a model notice for them to use.
.Discusses
the disclosure
provisions
of the Act as they would pertain to such
a call detail system. especially
emphasizing
that intra-agency
disclosures
for improper
employee
surveillance
purposes or to identify
and
harass whistleblowers
are not
sanctioned
under Section (b)(1) of the
Privacy Act.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Robert N. Veeder.lnfonnation
Policy
Branch. Office of Infonnation
and
Regulatory
Affairs. Office of
Management
and Budget. Washington,
DC 20503. telephone 202-395-4814.

Guidance on the Privacy Act
Implications of Call Detail programs
1.Purpose
This guidance is being offered in
conjunction with guidance on call
detailing published by the General
ServicesAdministration. Whereas
GSA's guidance focuseson how to
create and operate such programs, this
document explains the ways in which
the Privacy Act of 1974affects any
records generated during the course of
can detail programs,
Nothing in this guidance should be
construed to (a) authorize activities that
are not permitted by law; or (b) prohibit
activities expressly required to be
perfonned by law. Complying with these
Guidelines, moreover, does not relieve a
Federal agency of the obligation to
comply with the provisions of the
Privacy Act, including any provisions
not cited herein.
2. Scope
These Guidelines apply to all agencies
subject to the Privacy Act of 1974(5
U,S.C.5528).
3. Effective Date
These Guidelines are effective on the
date of their publication.
4. Definitions
For the purposes of these Guidelines:
.All the terms defined in the Privacy
Act of 1974apply.
."can Detail Report"- This is the
initial report of long-distance calls made
during a specified period. A call detail
report may be provided by a telephone
company, the General Services
Administration. or it may originate from
a PBX (private Branch Exchange)on an
agency'spremises, No monitoring of
conversations takes place during or
after the collection of data for this
report. The report may contain such
technical information as the originating
Dumber,destination Dumber,destination
city and State, date and time of day a
call was made. the duration of the call
and actual or estimated cost of the call.
At this stage, a can detail report
contains no information directly
identifying the individuals making or
receiving calls.
."Call Detail Infonnation" or "Call
Detail Records"-These are records
generatedfrom can detail reports
through administrative, technical or
investigative follow-up. In some cases
call detail infonnation or records will
contain no individually identifiable
infonnation and therefore no Privacy
Act considerations will apply. In other
cases,the infonnation and records will
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be linked with Individuals and the
Privacy Act must be taken into
consideration.
5. Bocksround
Rapid growth in automated data
proces.ing anrl telecommunication.
technologies ha. aeated new and
special problems relsting to the Federal
Government'. aeation and maintenance
of infonnation about individuals. At
time.. the capabilities of these
-teclmologies have appeared to n1D
ahead of statutes designed to manage
this kind of infonnation. particularly the
Privacy Act. An example i. the
establishment of call detail programa to
help agencie. control the co.ta of
operating their long di.tance telephone
.ystem.. Call detail programs develop
infonnation about how an agency.
telecommunications .ystem i. being
used. The information may come from a
number of sources. I.g., from agency
installed or utilized device. to record
usage information (pen registera or
agency .witching equipment): from
central agency managerasuch a. the
General Servi~
Administration or the
Defense Communications Agency; or
directly from the providers of
telecommunication. service..
There are many different purposes for
call detail programa. Agency managers
may use call detail information to help
them choose more efficient and co.t
effective ways of communicating. The
infonnation may be used to make
decisions about acquiring hardware,
software. or lervices. and to develop
management Itrategie. for using existing
telecommunications capacity more
efficiently. One aspect of this latter use
may be the development of programs to
identify unofficial use of the agency.
telephone system. To this end. call
detail programs work by collecting
infonnation about the use of agency
telephone systems and then attempting
to assign responsibility for particular
calls to individual employee.. Their two.
fold purpose is to deter use of the
system for unofficial purpo.ea and to
recoup for the government the cost of
t:nofficial calls.
Soon. the establishment of call detail
programs will become a governmentwide priority. as part of a management
initiative on reducing the government s
administrative costs.
6. Privacy Act Implicotions
a. Call Detail &cords as Privacy Act
Records. The Privacy. Act of 1974 i. the
primary statute controlling the
government'. use of infonnation about
individuals. Not all individually
identifiable information. however.
qualifie. for the Act'. protections. With~
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but few exceptions, only infonnatlon
that consists of "records" as defined by
the Act. and which i. maintained by an
agency In a "system of records." triggers
the Act's provisioD8, The Privacy Act
define. a "record" as
...any
Item. collection or groupln8 of
Infonnation about an individual that is
maintained by an agency including. but DOt
limited to. his education. financial
b'an8actions.medical history. and criminal or
employment history and that contains hi.
name. or the Identifying Dwnber.IymboL or
other identifying particular ...ignad to the
Individual .uch ...finger or voice print or .
photograph. ...
A "system of records" ia
A group of any .uch ~rdt
from which
inrormalion i. retrieved by the name or the
Individual or other identifyina particular.
A. we have indicated in our original
Privacy Act in1plementing Guidelines i40
FR 28949. July 9, 1975), the mere
capability of retrieving records by an
identifying particular ia not enough to
create a system of records: the agency
m~t actually be doing so.
The threshold question for call detail
fnfonnation. then. i. whether a
telephone number i. a record within the
meaning of the Privacy Act The answer
to this question depend. upon how the
telephone number i. maintained.
Standing alone, a telephone number.
i. not a Privacy Act record. To achieve
the statua of a Privacy Act record. a
telephone number m~t be maintained
in a way that .linka it to an Individua1's
name or some other identifying
particular such a. a Social Security
Account Number.
When an agency assign. a specific
phone number to an employee and
maintaina that infonnation in a way that
the name and number are Inseparably
coMected. the~ is sufficient
identification linkage that a Privacy Act
record i. created. (It should be noted
that the Privacy Act does not require
that the record be unique to the
individual. only that it be "about" him or
her and include hi. or her name or other
identifying particular. Thus, a telephone
number could be shared by several
individuals and still meet the Privacy
Act "record" definition.)
The initial call detail reports which
contain only technical infonnation about
telephone usage do not consist of
~cords within the meaning of the
Privacy Act and they will therefo~
never reach the level of a system of
records. For many a~as of
telecommunications management. the
infonnation in call detail reports will
never become systems of records and
the Privacy Act will have no application.
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When. however, call detail records
are used in management programs
designed to control costs and determine
Individual accountability for telephone
calls. Privacy Act considerations must
be addressed. In order to carry out these
kinds of call detail programs, agencies
will have to link numbers and names so
that they can determine who is
responsible for what call, It is at this
point. that the telephone number meets
the Privacy Act definition of a "record:'
b, Call Detail Records in Privacy Act
Systems of Records. The next question,
then. is when do files consisting of
Privacy Act records. created by linking a
telephone number and an individual's
name become a system of records? This
occurs when agencies use the Privacy
Act record as a key to retrieve
information from these files.
While it is important to remember that
not every collection of data containing
call detail records will be a Privacy Act
system of records. agencies are
cautioned against creating artificial
filing schemes merely to avoid the effect
of the Act when the establishment of a
Privacy Act system of records would be
appropriate. Since these records are
clearly intended to establish individual
responsibility for long distance
telephone use, their use by the agency
could have serious financial or
disciplinary consequences for individual
employees. By maintaining these
records in conformance with the
provisions of the Privacy Act. agencies
can make certain that legitimate
concerns about the implementation of
call detail programs (e.g.. ilpproper use
of the records for surveillance or
employee harassment. unfairness, and
record accuracy) are dealt with in a
procedural framework that was
designed to deal with such concerns.
Therefore, we recommend strongly
that agencies create a Privacy Act
system of records (or more than one
,aystem if that is appropriate) in which to
maintain call detail records that contain
information about individuals and are
used to determine accountability for
telephone usage.
Such a Privacy Act system of records
might contain the following kinds of
data:
.The initial call detail monthly listing
(in whatever form it is kept. e.g.. on
paper, magnetic tape or diskettes);
.Locator information showing where
in the agency specific telephones are
located;
.Recorda relating to the
identification of individualemployees,
and (1) linking them with specific calling
numbers; (2) linking them with specific
called numbers.
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Some examples of disclosures that
(b)(1) would not authorize are:
-To agency personnel to identify and
harass whistleblowers;
-To agency personnel who are merely
curious to know who is calling whom.
.Section (b)(2). "Required under
section 552 of this title." Information
may be disclosed both inside and
outside the agency to the extent that the
disclosure would be required by the
Freedom of Information AcL Prior to the
ruling of the Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit in BarteJ v. FAA, 725 F.2d
1403 (D.C. Cir. 1984), longstanding
agency practices and OMS
interpretation treated this section as
permitting agencies to Initiate disclosure
of material that they would be
"required" to release under the FOIA.
Disclosure under thls interpretation did
not depend on the existence of a FOIA
request for the records: the mere finding
that no FOIA exemption could apply
and that the agency would therefore
have no choice but to disclose. was
sufficienL In fact, agencies relied upon
this interpretation of the requirements of
section (b)(2) to make routine
disclosures of many documents.
especially those traditionally thought to
be in the public domain such as press
releases. final orders. telephone books,
and the like.
In Bartel. however, the court held that
an agency must have received an actual
contemplate unrestricted disclosure.
FOIA request before disclosing pursuant
within the agency. Intra-agency
to section (b)(2). In that case, the
disclosures of call detail records may be
plaintiff. Bartel. brought a Privacy Act
made only when there i. an official need
action asserting that his supervilOr had
to know the information. The following
gratuitously disclosed to three former
are examples of disclolurea that {b){I)
colleagues the fact that Bartel had
would permit:
improperly obtained copies of their
-To individual supervisors to
personnel records. The court interpreted
determine responsibility for specific
the standard for (b)(2) disclosures to be
telephone calli.
other than a conditional one. i.e.. not
-To emplo~'H1 of the agency to review
merely that the agency would have to
the call detail lists and identify calls
disclose If such a request were received.
made by the employee. Note that the
but that the agency must have to do so
other option for this kind of disclosure
because an actual FOIA request for the
is a routine use (Section (b)(3)).
records has been made. Under this
Agencies that are concerned about
ruling. agency-inltiated requests of FOIA
establishing that employee A hal an
releasable material would be improper.
officiaL np;ed to know about the calls
The court noted. however. that
made from employee B.I telephone
material traditionally held to be in the
may wish to adopt a routine use public domain might constitute an
authorizL--.g the disclosures.
exception to Its FOIA-request-in-hand
-To the employees of the Office of the
interpretation. In guidance issued in
Inspector General who are conducting
May 1985 (Memorandum from Robert P.
investigations into abuse of the long
Bedell to Senior Agency Officials for
dista.'1ce teiephone system:
Information Resources Management,
-To employees of the Office of Finance
Subject: Privacy Act Guidance-Update.
and Accounting for processing of
dated May 24.1985) OMS suggested
reimbursements for personal calls or
(without agreeing with the ruling) that
for processing of administrative
agencies continue to make disclosures of
offsetl of pay pursuant to the
these kinds of records without having
provisions of the Debt Collection Act
received a FOIA request. We cautioned.
--To F~o:n
of lnfonnation Act
however. that agencies should be careful
(FO1A) officers and legal advisers.

Note that not all Privacy Act records
generated a. a result of call detail
program. would become a part of this
system of recorda. Thus. investigative
records of the Office of the Inspector
General. penonnel records reflecting
administrative or disciplinary actions.
finance and accounting records relating
to cost attribution and recoveries. and
the like. that are generated from call
detail programs might be filed in
appropriate existing systems and
subjected to their particular disclosure!
safeguarding provisions. In other
instances. records {name and telephone
number. for example) may be common
to the call detail system and other
system..
To help the agencies constroct their
Privacy Act 5!"Stems of records. we offer
a model system notice in Appendix L
c. Disdo"ing from Call Detail Records
S.vstems under Section (b) of the
Privacy A.cL The Privacy Act provide.
12 exceptionJ to its basic requirement
that agencies must obtain the written
consent of the record subject before
disclosing information from a system of
record.. The following exception. are
the ones molt relevant to the proposed
Call Detail S\.,tem of records:
.Section (b)(l). "To those officers
and employees of the agency which
maintains the record who have a need
for the record in the performance of
their duties. " This exception doe. not
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about making gratuitous releases of
sensitive classes of Privacy Act records
without having received a request for
them.
Applying the Bartel n1ling to call
detail information. there appear to be
three distinct categories of records
which could be considered for release
under section (b)(2):
-Record;s which clearly fall into the
"public domain" category. We suggest
that these would be releasable either
at the agency's initiation or in
response to a FOIA request: the
former becausethey are of the
"traditionally released" class; the
tatter. becauseno FOIA exemption
would prevent their disclosure. An
example would be the names and
office telephone numbers of agency
employees.These are generally
considered public information
(obviously there may be exceptions
for investigative and intelligence
organizations). and the only
applicable FOIA exemption. (b)(6), the
personal privacy exemption. would
not apply. Thus. disclosures of an
employee's name and offiCt! telephone
number would be appropriate under
Privacy Act section (b)(2).
-Records which could be withheld
under an applicable FOIA exemption
and which. therefore. would not be
required to be released.These could
be, for example; records which
contain sensitive information relating
to on-going investigative or personnel
matters such as records relating to the
Investigation of an employee for
abuse of the agency's long distance
telephone system. Such records could
reasonably be withheld under FOIA
exemption (b)(7) and. therefore. would
not be releasable under section (b)(2)
of the Privacy Act. An agencywould
not release these kinds of records
either at its own initiative or in
response to a FOIA request. It should
be noted. however. that such records
might be released under other sections
of the Privacy Act. such as (b)(3). "for
a routine use..' or (b)(7) at the request
of the head of an agency for an
authorized civil or criminal law
enforcement activity.
-Records for which no FOIA exemption
applies but which contain sensitive
information. e.g..records which reflect
the results of official actions taken as
a consequenceof investigations of
abusesof the telephone system.We
suggestthat agenciesshould be very
cautious about initiating disclosure of
these records without receiving a
FOIA request since they.appear to be
of the category of records that
concerned the Bartel court. Even with
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a request. agencies will have to
detennine that the interest or the
public in having the record clearly
outweighs the privacy interest or the
record subject in order to overcome
the applicability or FOlA exemption
(b)(6).
.Section (b)(3). .'For a routine use."
~
~e routine use section or the model
system notice at Appendix L A routine
use is a disclosure or infonnation that
will be used for a purpose that is
compatible with the purpose for which
the information was originally collected.
"'rhe concept or compatibility
comprises both functionally equivalent
uses:
-For example. routine use (5) in the
model notice would authorize
-disclosure to the Department or
Justice to prosecute an egregious
abuser or an agency's long distance
telecommunications system. This
ditclosure it functionally compatible
tince one or the purposet or the
IYstem is to identify abusers and
subject them to administrative or legal
consequences.
A. well at other uses that are
necessary and proper:
-For example, routine use (2) in the
model notice authorize. disclosure to
repretentatives of the General
Services Administration or the
National Archives and Records
Administration who are conducting
records management inspectiona
punuant to a specific statutory
charter. Their purpose is in no way
functionally equivalent to the purpose
fot which the system was established;
it is. however, clearly necessary and
proper.
.Section (b)(12). "To a conswner
reporting agency." This disclosure
exception waa added to the original 11
by the Debt Collection Act or 198Z. It
authorize, agencies to disclose bad debt
information to aedit bureaus. Before
doing 80. however, agencies must
complete a series or due proce'l steps
designed to validate the debt and to
offer the individual the chance to repay
it (see OMB Gwdelines on the Debt
Collection Act. published in the Federal
Register on Apri111, 1983 (48 FR 15556).
It is possible that agencies will wish to
disclose information. from call detail
aystems or record. documenting an
individual's responsibility for unofficial
.long distance calls as part or the bad
debt disclosure. For thil reason. the
model system notice at Appendix I
cnntains a statement identifying the
aystem a. one from which .uch
disclosures can be made.
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Point for Guidance

Refer any questionl
about this
guidance to Robert N. Veeder. Office or
Management
and Budget. Office or
Wormation
and Regulatory
Affairs. 3954814.
Appeodix I-Propoeed
Model SyltelD Notice
rfX Call Detail Rec:cx:da
Thia ia 1 propoaed notice; .genciea ahouJd
modify it .a IppropriIte.
Sy$14m Name: Telephone Call DetaU
Recorda.
Sy.14m Location: Recorda are atared at
(name of Headquarten Office containins
central filel) and at (iD8ert component
locationa).
CatesOriH of Individual.
Caverwd by the
Sr-14m: lndividu.la
Igenef8l1y .gency
employeea .nd contractor penonnel) Who
make long diatance calla .nd Indlviduala Who
received telephone calla placed from or
charged to agency telephonea.
Catesorin of Recordl in the Sr-14m:
Recorda relating to uae of the .gency
telephonel to place long diatanca calls;
recorda Indicating .aaignment of telephone
numben to employeea; recorda relatIng to
location or telephonel. (Note that while rew If
any agencia will attempt to eltabliah
programa to control unofficial local caUa.
aome telecommunicationa equipment will
automatically record localaa -U aalODI
diatance call information. If local callins
recorda are included in thia IYItem. they
ahouJd be cited In the Ncatesoriel of recorda"
NCtion of the notica.)
Authority for Moint~n~
of the Sys14m:
(Cite appropriate agency Nhouaekeeping"
.taluta authorizing the .gency bead to aeate.
collect and keep auch recorda .a are
DeCa..ry to manage the agency.)
Routin~ Use.f of Reconf.f MointDined in the
Sys14m: Recorda and data may be diacloled.
.ala necea..ry, (1) to Memben of Consresa
to reapond to inquiriea made on behalf of
Individual conatituen18 that are record
IUbjecta: (Z) to repreaentativel or the General
Servicea Adminiatration
or the National
Archivel and Recorda Adminiatral!on
who
are conducting recorda management
Inapectiona under the .Uthority or 44 u.s.c.
~
and ~
(3) In reaponle to a reqUelt for
dilCOvery or ror the appearence of a wilnesa.
to the extent that what ia diacloaed ii
relevant to the aubject matter Involved in a
pending judicial or adminiatrative
proceeding; (4) in a proceeding before a court
or adjudicative body to the extent that they
are relevant and neceaaary to the proceeding;
(51 in the event that material in thii ayatem
Indicetea a violation of law, whether civil or
criminal or regulatory In nature, and whether
arialng by general atatute, or by regulation.
rule or order iaaued pursuant thereto. the
relevant recorda may be diacloaed to the
appropriate a8ency. whether Fedef81. State.
local or foreign, charged with the
reaponaibility of inveati8Bting or proaecuting
auch violation or charged with enforcing or
implementin8 the atatute, or rule, regulation
or order, i..ued pursuant thereto: (6) to
~ployeea
of the agency to detennine their
Individual relponlibility
for telephone calli:
(7) 10 respond 10 a Pedef81 agency'a request
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made in connection with the hiring or
~tention of an employee. the letting of a
contract or i..uance of a grant. license or
other benefit by the ~que.ting agency. but
only to the extent that the Infonnation
dlaclo.ed I. ~Ievant and nece..ary to the reque.ting agency'. decision on the matter:
(8) to a telecommunicatioM
company
providing telecommunication.
support to
pennit .ervicing the account. (Agencies
.hould ~frain &om automatically applying
all of their blenket routine use. to thi.
.y.tem.)
Di.scJO&Ure.fto consum~r ~porting
ag~nci~s:
Disclosure. pursuant to 5 U.s.c.
552a(b)(12): Disclo.ures may be made &om
thi. system to "consumer ~porting agencies"
a. defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(15 U.S.C. 1681a(f)) or the Federal Claim.
Collection Act of 1966 (31 U.5.C. 3701(8)(31).
Polici~s and ProctJc~s far Storing,
Retrieving. Acces.sing, Retaining. and
Di$posing of ReCOrdl in System;
Sioroge; (Desaibe agency methodl of
.torage,)
&tn-~vobility:
Recordl a~ ~trieved by
employee name or identification number. by
name of recipient of telephone call, by
telephone number,
Safeguanfs; (Desaibe method. for
..feguarding. )
Retention and Disposal; Records a~
di.po.ed of a. provided In National Arc.'livet
and Record. Admini.tration
General Records
Schedule 11.
Sylt8m Manager(.J and Add~s.s{esJ: (l.i.t
central .ystem manager and componcnt .ub
.yltem manage~ If appropriate.)
NotJficatJ-on ~u~"..
(Explain
notification procedures.)
Record ACCe61Proc.dures; (Explain bow
Individuala may obtain acce.. to their
recorda.)
Record Sa~
Categori~s; Telephone
a..ignment recordl; call detailli.ting.:
retultl of admini.tratJve inquirie. ~Iating to
as.ignment of ~.pon.ibility
for placement of
lpecific long di.tance call..
System6 Ex~mpted From C~rtoin
Pro.visionl of ih~ Act: None.
Jamea c. MWer m.
Director,
(FR Doc. 87-8771 rued 4-17-87; 8:45 am)
~
~
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SECURmESAND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
[ReM...

No. IC-15682; 811-1331 ]

Bank Stock Fund. Inc.; Order for
Dereglstratlon
April 15.1986.
AGENCY:Securities and Exchange
Commission ("SEC").
ACTION:Notice or application ror
deregistration under the Investment
Company Act or 1940 ("1940 Act").
ApplicanL.
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